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From the Savvy Social Security Planning newsletter – April 4, 2019

How Social Security works
When helping clients plan for retirement we talk a lot about Social Security rules and strategies, such as when to claim benefits,
how to coordinate spousal and survivor benefits, and how continued earnings (or lack thereof) may affect future benefits. This is
all good. But once clients have considered their options and received their marching orders, they want to know more about the
nitty-gritty mechanics of how to apply for benefits, what paperwork might be needed, and when they can expect their first
check.

First let me say that for a huge government bureaucracy, Social Security works extremely well. Every month its automated
system kicks out about $82 billion in checks (actually, direct deposits) to 67 million people, some of whom depend on Social
Security as their only source of income. Mistakes are rare, and, as government agencies go, administrative costs are low—just
0.7% of total expenditures. Once a person gets set up on Social Security, they rarely have to think about it a�er that. The money
keeps rolling in until the day they die.

Getting set up in the first place may be a bit tricky depending on the strategy. And life has a way of disrupting the status quo,
such as when a spouse dies, a person gets married or divorced, or even just moves to a different location. Then some form of
interaction with the Social Security Administration (SSA) will be needed. People dread having to call SSA with a question, fearing
long wait times and wrong answers, which sometimes happen. So one of the most important ways you can help clients with
Social Security is to make their experience with SSA smooth and trouble-free.

Filing an application for benefits
Hands down, the best way to apply for Social Security benefits is online. The application is easy and straightforward, and clients
usually have the information they need at hand. Here’s a checklist of items that will be needed. If they start the application and

https://www.ssa.gov/oact/STATS/admin.html
https://www.ssa.gov/benefits/retirement/
https://www.ssa.gov/hlp/isba/10/isba-checklist.pdf
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can’t finish it in one sitting, they can save it and come back to it later. It is possible to apply up to three months before you want
benefits to begin, but one month prior is really sufficient. The application is usually processed in two to three weeks.

Prior to filling out the application they will need to open a my Social Security account, which they already should have done.
This is also a straightforward process, but some clients may have trouble with the identity questions which are pulled from their
credit file. These are questions relating to the amount of their mortgage payment or where they’ve lived in the past. If a client
has frozen their credit file they will need to unfreeze it to set up the my Social Security account. Once the account is set up they
can place the freeze back on the file and may access the Social Security account with the freeze in place.

Most people will have no trouble with the benefit application. In addition to basic identifying information and family
information, it asks for employer information if you are still working. The application also asks if you ever worked in a non-
Social Security covered job or if you ever worked outside the United States. This is how SSA knows to apply the WEP or GPO or
totalization of benefits with other countries.

Selecting the start date
The application asks when you want benefits to begin—and why. This may seem very straightforward, but some clients may be
confused when they see that they can select a date as much as six months earlier. For example, when I applied for my benefit in
May 2016, the month before I turned 70, the application offered to start my benefit anywhere from November 2015 to
September 2016. I chose June 2016 in order to maximize my delayed credits. Clients need to understand that if they select the
earlier date, their permanent benefit will be short six months of delayed credits. For a person over FRA it’s always possible to
select a start date six months prior (or back to FRA if shorter), but remember that the benefit will be calculated as of that date
and will result in a lower benefit going forward. An exception to this is spousal or survivor benefits because they max out at FRA.
Let’s say Susie’s husband died six months ago and she never got around to applying for her survivor benefit. Susie is 68. Because
she is over FRA and was entitled to benefits for the past six months, she may be paid those benefits in a lump sum and this
would not affect her benefit going forward; she will get the same amount whether or not she accepts the retroactive benefits.

When spouses are applying at the same time and one is taking a spousal benefit, I recommend that the worker spouse (that is,
the spouse on whose record the spousal benefits are being paid) file first; once that application is processed the other spouse
can file for the spousal benefit. They can both choose the same start date even though they are filing at different times. Or they
might choose different start dates as long as eligibility exists on the chosen start date. For example, let’s say Jim will turn FRA in
June. Judy is 64 and will file for her reduced benefit so Jim can file a restricted application for his spousal benefit. Judy can go
online now and indicate a start date of April 2019. Once her application is processed Jim can go online and file his restricted
application. But he can’t choose a start date prior to his FRA month, so he would choose June. Or, let’s say Judy is only 61 now
and won’t turn 62 until June. Under SSA rules, when applying at 62 you have to be 62 for the whole month. So Judy’s first month
of eligibility would be July. She can go online now and apply for her benefit choosing a start date of July 2019. A�er her
application is processed Jim can file his restricted application. Even though he turns FRA in June, he does not become entitled
to his spousal benefit until Judy’s benefit starts in July, so he would choose a start date of July 2019.

In addition to filing online, it’s possible to apply by phone (800-772-1213) or in person at a local office. If filing at a local office, it’s
best to call the 800 number to make an appointment.

Survivor benefits must be applied for in person. It used to be that divorced-spouse benefits had to be applied for in person, but I
understand that’s changed and that it can now be done online.

Applications are usually followed up by telephone by an SSA worker. They may request additional documentation to confirm
your identity and your entitlement to benefits.

https://www.ssa.gov/myaccount/
https://www.savvysocialsecurity.com/sssp-newsletter-090618
https://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/program-explainers/windfall-elimination-provision.html
https://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/program-explainers/government-pension-offset.html
https://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/ssb/v78n4/v78n4p1.html
https://secure.ssa.gov/poms.nsf/lnx/0200204030
https://www.savvysocialsecurity.com/sssp-newsletter-080317
https://www.savvysocialsecurity.com/sssp-newsletter-110118
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Once the application is processed and benefits are set to start, you’ll receive an award letter telling you the amount of the
benefit and any reductions such as for Medicare premiums or tax withholding. It’s o�en a good idea to have clients show you
their award letters so you can make sure everything is correct and can incorporate the Social Security information into the
financial plan.

When benefits are paid
Social Security benefits are paid one month in arrears. My benefit started June 2016 but the money was not deposited in my
bank account until July 2016. The payment date is based on the day of the month the “worker” (i.e., the person on whose record
the benefit is being paid) was born. See this calendar of benefit payments. Just prior to starting my own retirement benefit I had
been receiving divorced-spouse survivor benefits. My ex-husband was born on the 30th of the month, so my check was
deposited on the fourth Wednesday. When I switched to my own benefit, it starting coming on the second Wednesday because
my birthday is on the 10th.

When benefits stop
The most common reason for benefits to stop is death. You have to be alive for the full month in order to be entitled to a check
for that month. In other words, in order for the March benefit to be paid in April, the person would have to be alive for the whole
month of March. If they die during the month of March, they are not entitled to that March check. Sometimes, when a death
occurs late in the month or is not reported until late in the month, the check will go out anyway. In these cases SSA will ask for
the money back. It’s always unfortunate when a grieving widow or other family member has to pay money back to SSA, but
those are the rules.

Other reasons for benefits to stop might be:

A minor attains age 18—his or her dependent benefit would stop

A child turns 16—a parent’s child-in-care benefit would stop

A divorced person remarries (at any age)—their divorced-spouse benefit would stop

A divorced person remarries before age 60—their divorced-spouse survivor benefit would stop (this would apply to a
disabled person only, since survivor benefits do not start until age 60 unless disabled)

A person switches to a different benefit, such as:

A person receiving spousal benefits turns 70 and switches to their own benefit; the spousal benefit stops

The spouse of a person receiving spousal benefits dies and the widow switches to the survivor benefit; the spousal
benefit stops

A widow or divorced person receiving survivor benefits switches to her own retirement benefit; the survivor benefit
stops

A widow or divorced person receiving her own benefit switches to her survivor benefit; her own benefit stops

When there’s a benefit switch SSA should work it out so there is no interruption in benefits. For example, if a benefit stops in
March so that the April payment is not made, and if the cessation of that benefit creates entitlement to a new benefit, such as
when a spouse dies and the widow steps up to her survivor benefit, the new benefit should pick up where the old one le� off,
starting in March and paid in April.

I don’t even want to talk about SSA staffing cuts. You can read the horror stories here and here. Suffice it to say that dealing with
SSA when you have a problem is no picnic. Fortunately, most client situations are clear-cut and straightforward and can be

https://www.ssa.gov/pubs/EN-05-10031-2019.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/21/business/social-security-service-backlog-delays.html
https://www.cbpp.org/research/social-security/more-cuts-to-social-security-administration-funding-would-further-degrade
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handled by SSA’s automated systems, which continue to work very well. You can save your clients long hold times by answering
many of their questions yourself (with our help, if needed) and encouraging them to do as much online as possible.

Question of the weekQuestion of the week

Q: I wanted to confirm that my clients can draw on each other’s credits as they were told by SS they cannot do it. Based on the
calculator it is Max Lifetime Nominal Benefit

H: 07/16/1953 PIA $2470
W: 06/18/1955 PIA $633

Please confirm, thank you

A: They can’t both draw on each other’s, but if the wife files for her own retirement benefit, the husband can file a restricted
application for his spousal benefit. See this newsletter.

Follow up Q: I know at the same time they cannot, but when H reaches age 70 and takes his SS, then as per SS calculator it
shows that W at age 68 can claim on H record. I am assuming it is her spousal add on? I am just going by a default option from SS
calculator and trying to confirm strategy. thank you.

A: Yes, that is correct. When the husband files for his benefit at 70 the wife can add on the difference between her PIA and
one-half of his PIA.

SSA sometimes gets mixed up when clients lay out multi-step claiming scenarios. When clients are interacting with SSA it’s
usually better to implement these scenarios one step at a time and not even talk about future plans. Right now, the wife is
filing for her benefit and the husband is filing for his spousal benefit (starting in July) They can do this online—her first, and
once her application is processed he can go online for his spousal benefit. When he turns 70 he’ll go online to file for his
retirement benefit. Once that’s processed she can go online to file for her spousal benefit.

Answering your questions
When posting a question, please include first names, ages, and PIAs of your clients, along with any other relevant
information. This will help me target my answer to your client’s situation.

Retirement news
Retirement Legislation with Bipartisan Support Could Li� IRA Age Caps, Help Small Employers
“Democratic and Republican lawmakers are pushing to revamp the U.S. retirement system, introducing bills in the House and
Senate that would result in a range of changes. The potential shi�s include letting savers contribute to a traditional IRA even
when they’re above the current age cap of 70 ½, as well as offering a new $500 tax credit of for employers to defray start-up
costs for new 401(k) plans. The bills also aim to boost the use of annuities, and the Senate measure would try to increase the use
of multiple employer plans, or MEPs, which allow small employers to team up to improve their offerings for their workers. In
addition, the Senate legislation would remove a cap in certain retirement plans that has required that automatic rises in
employees’ contributions go no higher than 10% of their pay. And the House bill would raise the age for mandatory distributions
from retirement plans to 72 from 70 ½. The Senate bill, known as the Retirement Enhancement and Savings Act, was rolled out
Monday by Iowa Republican Sen. Chuck Grassley, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, and Oregon Democratic Sen. Ron
Wyden, that committee’s ranking member. The House measure, which was approved Tuesday by the House Ways and Means

https://www.savvysocialsecurity.com/sssp-newsletter-080317
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/retirement-legislation-with-bipartisan-support-could-lift-ira-age-caps-help-small-employers-2019-04-02
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Committee, has been introduced by Massachusetts Democratic Rep. Richard Neal, that committee’s chairman, as well as Texas
Republican Rep. Kevin Brady, Wisconsin Democratic Rep. Ron Kind and Pennsylvania GOP Rep. Mike Kelly. It’s called the Setting
Every Community Up for Retirement Enhancement Act, or the SECURE Act.” (Marketwatch)

Social Security: Major Decisions in the House and Senate Since 1935
“The Social Security Act of 1935 established a federal old-age pension financed with employee- employer payroll taxes. Since
then, Congress has amended the Social Security program for multiple purposes, including to expand coverage, change the
minimum age for retirement benefits, provide an automatic cost-of-living adjustment to benefits, and address concerns about
solvency of the Social Security Trust Funds.

This report traces the major decisions affecting the Social Security program, from the earliest enacting legislation through the
most recent congressional session. It provides a summary of the provisions and voting records for each bill, focusing on
amendments to Old-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance (OASDI). (OASDI is the formal name for Social Security.)”
(Congressional Research Service. 90 pages)

Rationality and Retirement: Mutually Exclusive?
“No one lives forever. So why, 18 years into retirement, have individuals generally spent only 20% of their nest egg? Why, if
people want to conserve their assets, do nearly half of Americans take Social Security benefits at the earliest possible age of 62—
receiving only about 70% of the full benefit available at age 67? Money and rationality don’t always mix, of course. That’s
especially true with retirement. The issue is complex and uncertain and can trigger feelings of fear and anxiety that may
interfere with rational decision-making. One way to address these issues is for the industry—consultants, advisors, plan
sponsors and asset managers—to apply insights from behavioral finance. We believe this could encourage smarter, more
rational decisions as people enter retirement.” (PIMCO)

Investigating the Difference in Mortality Estimates between the Social Security Administration Trustees’ Report and the
Human Mortality Database
“This study’s goal was to determine whether differences in data or differences in methods explain the divergence between the
mortality estimates at ages 65 and older of the Social Security Administration (SSA) and the Human Mortality Database (HMD).
These differences, increasing since 1968, are an issue of significant value considering the importance of SSA estimates and
projections to determine the long term solvency of the Social Security Trust Funds, as well as of other government programs
such as Medicare and Medicaid. The two organizations use different data and different methods to construct their estimates. In
particular, the HMD relies on national statistics from the vital registration system and the Census Bureau, while the SSA uses
Medicare program enrollment data. Applying the SSA methods to the HMD data showed that differences in the data, rather than
in the methods, explain the entire gap in life expectancy at age 65, with the HMD indicator 0.4 years higher for 2014 than the SSA.
The study also determined that the gap resulted mostly from lower mortality rates at ages 65 to 84 years (rather than at 85 and
older) up to about 2005 to 2006, but that the growing divergence since then is nearly entirely due to increasingly lower mortality
at ages above 85. The pattern was found to be similar for men and for women, though the gap is slightly larger for the latter.
Additional investigations, with more detailed data, will be necessary to assess whether data reliability or issues of
representativeness explain the difference.” (Michigan Retirement and Disability Research Center)

No Plan? Big Problem When It Comes to a Successful Retirement
“Three things jumped out at me when I saw the new results from EBRI’s Retirement Security Projection Model showing that
more American workers are on track to have a successful retirement—or at least one where they won’t run short of money: one,
that’s good news; two, a lot of people are still not on track for a financially secure retirement; and three, even those that are on
track are not guaranteed a ‘successful’ retirement, as retirement is not just about money. According to EBRI’s model, 59.4
percent of American households between the ages of 35 and 64 are projected to have sufficient money in retirement so that they
won’t run short—meaning their aggregate resources in retirement will cover average retirement expenses as captured in the

https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/RL/RL30920
https://www.pimco.com/en-us/insights/economic-and-market-commentary/behavioral-insights/rationality-and-retirement-mutually-exclusive/
https://mrdrc.isr.umich.edu/pubs/investigating-the-difference-in-mortality-estimates-between-the-social-security-administration-trustees-report-and-the-human-mortality-database/
https://ebriorg.wordpress.com/2019/03/12/no-plan-big-problem-when-it-comes-to-a-successful-retirement/
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Consumer Expenditure Survey, as well as medical expenses such as nursing-home and home-health care. That is good news,
and future analysis by EBRI will examine the driving forces behind this positive development…” (EBRI)

Changes in IRA Balances of Older Owners Over Time
“Of the IRAs owned by those ages 60 or older, slightly over 80 percent still had positive balances a�er three years. They weren’t
closed or depleted. Of the IRAs owned by those ages 60 to 84 in 2012, approximately 80 percent still had positive balances three
years later. Only when owners reached ages 85 or older did a significantly higher percentage of accounts fail to have a positive
balance a�er three years. Two-thirds of older IRA owners with open accounts actually grew their balances between 2012 and
2015: the median three-year balance change was 12 percent. The opposite was true for accounts of IRA owners ages 85 or older:
two-thirds were depleted over the period, at a median rate of -6 percent. By 2015, the proportion of IRAs that were still open that
had a balance below their 2012 amount was just under a third. More than two-thirds of these had increases in their balances.”
(EBRI)

A Tale of Two Widows
“Janice and Kerry are both retired professionals in their late 70s living in upper-middle-class Northeastern suburbs. Both were
married to professional men who were not financial advisors but took great interest in the markets and investing. Both men
managed the investment portfolios and did pretty well by all accounts… Within a few months of their husbands’ deaths, the
widows could not have been in more different circumstances… There are four key transitions of aging—where you live, your
health care, how you get around and who makes the decisions about your finances. All four of these transitions are inevitable,
but not unmanageable—if you plan for another inevitability, which is that you won’t live forever.” (FA Magazine)

Americans Are More Confident About Saving for Retirement
“Good news America: You’re feeling way more optimistic about saving for retirement. But you still worry about it—a lot, in fact.
More than half of adults are either somewhat more confident (30 percent) or much more confident (27 percent) about their
ability to save for retirement than they were three years ago, according to the CNBC and Acorns Invest In You Savings Survey. Yet
despite that boost in confidence—which comes amid a strong economy—saving for retirement also ranks as the overall top
personal finance concern at 23 percent, markedly so for the 45-to-64 age group, the survey shows.” (CNBC)

5 Pieces of Traditional Retirement Advice That No Longer Work Like They Use To
“Rising healthcare costs, the elimination of most private pensions, and our increasingly long lifespans have made the quest for
retirement an arduous, taxing journey that leaves many people behind. Most studies show Americans in every age group aren’t
saving nearly enough, and our penchant for racking up household debt isn’t helping at all. As a result, retirement may be
drastically delayed for some of us and a total pipe dream for others. There’s not much any of us can do now to change the past,
but we can (and should) save and invest more and start treating retirement like a priority. Perhaps more importantly, we need to
abandon old beliefs about what retirement should be. The generous pensions from last century are mostly gone, and we’re le�
to fend for ourselves. If you hope to retire on time or at all, here’s some outdated advice you can promptly ignore.” (Business
Insider)

How China Trade Affects Social Security
“If you don’t know this fact about Social Security, join the club. The percentage of earnings for all U.S. workers combined that is
subject to the Social Security payroll tax is falling. Growing income inequality is the reason. Thirty-five years ago, Social Security
taxes were levied on 90 percent of all workers’ earnings. By 2016, this taxable share of earnings had declined to 82.7 percent,
according to federal data, and it will continue to drop over the next decade… A recent study identified growing U.S. trade with
China as one important factor that is shrinking the share of earnings subject to the payroll tax. China is now the largest source of
U.S. imports. The increase in trade volume over several decades has contributed to U.S. income inequality by sharply eroding
earnings for workers in the low-wage, low-skill industries that have lost factory jobs to China. But trade with China has actually
been good for workers in the top 1 percent—their earnings have increased slightly. Think of the high-tech entrepreneur selling

https://www.ebri.org/docs/default-source/infographics/25_ig-iraspenddowns-28mar19.pdf?sfvrsn=36b3f2f_4
https://www.fa-mag.com/news/a-tale-of-two-widows-43967.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/29/americans-are-more-confident-about-saving-for-retirement-cnbc-finds.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/retirement-advice-that-no-longer-works-2019-4
https://squaredawayblog.bc.edu/squared-away/how-china-trade-affects-social-security/
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so�ware to a Chinese manufacturer. These are the types of people who stop paying the payroll tax partway through the year,
when their earnings exceed the cap.” (Squared Away Blog)

SEC Releases Investor Preparedness Checklist
“Are you prepared for your financial future? That’s the question the Securities and Exchange Commission’s Office of Investor
Education and Advocacy (OIEA) is asking investors. To help investors get started with creating their own saving and investing
plan, OIEA developed an investor preparedness checklist to empower them. In addition to encouraging investors to start early
and go to Investor.gov before they invest, the checklist reminds investors to: identify goals and create a financial plan; pay off
high-interest debt; participate in company retirement plans and take full advantage of employer matching; do a background
check on any investment professional; understand risk tolerance; understand fees; research investments; maintain a diverse
portfolio; and avoid investment opportunities that sound too good to be true. Also today, SEC Chairman Jay Clayton released
the first of several videos in a new series, ‘Notes from the Chairman.’ These videos are based on SEC investor town halls and
feature Jay Clayton’s top tips for Main Street investors. Further videos highlighting additional investing basics will be released
soon… April is National Financial Capability Month, and OIEA and SEC regional office staff across the country are supporting this
effort by participating in education programs and activities with military service members, students, seniors and the general
public. The SEC staff is committed to empowering Main Street investors and enhancing their understanding of financial
principles and practices.” (Securities and Exchange Commission)

 

As always, post your questions or write to me at socialsecurity@horsesmouth.com.

Elaine Floyd, CFP®
Director, Retirement and Life Planning
Horsesmouth, LLC
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